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\textbf{ABSTRACT}

A multi-tenant portal implementation extends the capabilities of an enterprise by enabling several customers to run independently on the same portal infrastructure hosted by a service provider. However, building multi-tenant solutions requires addressing several technical challenges, but service providers/solution developers can build and deploy scalable, customizable, manageable, and cost-effective multi-tenant solutions. Addressing multi-tenancy is a key consideration in implementing Cloud enabled enterprise portal solutions which are becoming an international phenomenon, driven by both local demand as well as global reach by medium or large enterprises that are in need of reducing cost of infrastructure/hosting.

The paper enlighten the focus on the core of multi-tenant portal infrastructure along with key design elements that need to be considered in providing Cloud-enabled multi-tenant portal solutions. The paper would not focus on any specific vendor or their product suites but it acts as a synopsis for developer and architect community to strategize their thinking towards right portal architecture by gaining insights on multi-tenant portal features, key benefits and portal landscape.
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\section{1. INTRODUCTION}

Cost savings and increase in revenue are always the key business challenge to face in today’s competitive market place. However, increase in revenue is directly impacted by various factors like continuously adding new customers, retain customer by offering new innovative services. Each enterprise, Medium or large, needed an enterprise-proven on-Demand business portal solution fulfilling the demand of their employees, customers and partners.

The very basic goal of multi-tenant portal infrastructure is to improve productivity, enhance communication, collaboration and performance by shortening the decision cycles at different levels and also to bring people, resources and processes together to create an exponential economic value to the customer. Today, Software service providers are continuously challenged in architecting standards based portal solutions that can manage lots of customers on a single code base but in a more coordinated way than the standard multi-site installation.

The most critical features when evaluating or considering multi-tenant enterprise portals include a cost-effective deployment, a secure solution, an enterprise proven system (scalability) and the ability to integrate with all major technology platforms. However, multi-tenancy is ultimately
about cost efficiency because its goal is to reduce the number of instances, and to align everyone’s schemas, it becomes cheaper and easier to manage. Basically, different levels of multi-tenancy are just different trade-off points on the cost curve.

Customer specific branding and corporate identity are clearly the winning streak for multitenant portal infrastructure. Multi-tenant portal even bring more flexibility by allowing administrators (both Global and Tenant) to divide a portal into logical partitions, each with its own parallel entry points and dedicated content and navigation for exclusive use of each customer. A shared portal infrastructure (multi-tenant portal) unifies portal administration in a single interface and simplifies management of customer intranets, websites and self-service customer portals.

2. OVERVIEW OF MULTI-TENANT SELF SERVICE PORTAL

Multi-tenant Portal is a single physical portal divided into several logical Portals. A multitenant portal environment allows parallel entry points into the portal, and each entry point is referenced by a unique URL that is assigned to the end User.

In a multi-tenant portal environment, each customer instance is known as Portal Tenant. Each portal tenant comprises a set of secure portal objects and set of services that are highly customized for the respective customer, business users, administrators and the service provider. In addition, the content presented to business users through a tenant is customized and branded by designers to suit the corporate identity of the customer. Within a single portal infrastructure, enterprise can provide content which is unique to different user groups and apply access controls and permissions to customized content on a per user, group, or role basis. There are basically two types of administrator roles in a multi-tenant portal infrastructure –

- Tenant administrator and
- Global administrator

Tenant administrator is a specialized tenant user who manages tenant specific users or content in the design time environment of a multitenant portal. Global administrator is one who has access to cross tenant users or content and this role is normally defined by super user of the portal. The core of the multi-tenant portal infrastructure is shown in the diagram below:-

Fig.1. Multi-tenant Portal Infrastructure
3. KEY DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS IN MULTI-TENANT PORTAL

Multi-tenancy efficient architecture is an important requirement for Web-delivered solutions as well as enterprise proven on-Demand business portals accessed by customers, employees and trade partners.

In case of multi-tenancy, single instance of the portal serves multiple tenants (i.e. Client organizations) but in case of multi-instance architecture, separate portal instances e.g. Virtual portals are setup for different client organizations. With a multi-tenant architecture, a portal application is designed to virtually partition its data and configuration so that each client organization works with a customized virtual portal instance. The multi-tenancy support is the key decision in designing enterprise portal solutions.

The below points describe the key design elements that need to be considered for Cloud enabled multi-tenant Portal.

- Addressing variations in tenant requirements -
  - User Interface/Look and feel
  - Workflows
  - Service orchestration and implementation
  - Entities and Database extensions
  - Authentication and Authorization
- Customization i.e. One time setup requirement for different customers
- Degree of Configurability
- Collect, Collate & Configure meta-data at each level
- Data security and Isolation
- Fine grained role based access
- Unique user experience through personalized look and feel
- Tenant provisioning through provisioning Virtual portal instance
- Keeping Customer/vendor data separated and secured
- SOA based architecture & Web services based messaging/event model for middle-tier
- Data center economics

A typical portal implementation offers a lot of features (out of box or available on customization) which can be leveraged by service providers to provide a customized look and feel in offering branding services to their customers. Another advantage of taking portal solution path is the rich out-of-box feature support based on open standards and portlets, the power engine for Portal framework are modeled against portlet specification standards like JSR 168 or JSR 286. Each portlet can be made configurable for each service vendor or customer based on their needs.

3.1 Virtual Portal Implementation – Clone and Configure Approach

Most of the open source/traditional portal vendors provide a clone-and-configure approach to the implementation & deployment of the portal for multi-tenant applications i.e. the ability to clone a base portal and configure it as per end-user/vendor/partner needs. Several Open Source portal vendors support the concept of a virtual portal which is basically a logical copy of an existing base portal utilizing the same hardware and software resources.

3.1.1 Degree of Configurability and Customization

To enable a high level of reuse, the degree of configurability in the portlet design is achieved by supporting customer and/or vendor-specific settings through name and-value pair configurations
such as Customer IDs or customer's service endpoints, to offer each customer specific look-and-feel thereby offering a highly scalable, configurable and multi-tenant efficient solutions.

Following are the recommendations for portal environment based multi-tenant applications:

- Each portlet must be configurable for each customer, since a service provider shares portlets across individual vendors.
- To enable a high level of reuse, the degree of configurability in portlets must support subscriber or vendor specific settings, such as vendor's service endpoints, to provide vendor or subscriber-specific look-and-feel, with specific settings to indicate which form fields or action buttons should be rendered to end-users/administrators based on role based access.

In addition to configuration at the customer level, the individual vendors/channel partners must be able to perform the configuration without the support from the customer or service providers.

3.1.2 Security Isolation

Each virtual portal supports isolation of user populations for each tenant through a multi-tenant LDAP tree structure in a single instance of a directory Server. Through dynamic profiles, an application developer can define variables in a common ‘profile set’ that can be configured by each tenant’s administrator at runtime thereby, enabling the unique branding for different tenants. Tenant specific customizations are created by applying those configured profiles to their portlets at runtime to change the appearance, content and behavior of the portlet. A sample scenario as outlined below:

- Create a multi-tenant user directory structure in LDAP by:
  - Create a realm for each vendor or customer i.e. a separate tree hierarchy starting at dn [dc=vendor1, dc=com]
  - And, for each security realm, a security context entry must be created, configured and mapped to user population of each service provider or end customer organization.

3.1.3 Unique User Experience

Rich and unique user experience, at very high level, consists of:

- Look and feel for users or groups (belonging to either customer or end user organization) and
- Structure and scope of user role

Most portal vendors provide out-of-box features which can be utilized and customized in a unique manner to create a distinct look and feel that will go consistent with the customer branding needs. Also it provides flexibility to the vendors to customize the look and feel based on their specific business requirements to serve their end-customer effectively and efficiently.

4. MULTI-TENANT PORTAL IMPLEMENTATION

A multi-tenant portal extends the capabilities of self-service portal by enabling a single service provider to offer granular services based on SAP technology and applications to multiple customers from a single portal infrastructure.

The service provider partitions a single portal installation into several logical units. Each partition is a portal with its own dedicated content and navigation for the exclusive use of a customer. The
term tenant is used to describe each logical partition. The service provider sets up parallel entry points into the portal—one entry point per tenant. Each entry point is referenced by a unique URL gateway, also referred to as a portal alias. The users of a tenant can access only the information of their tenant.

The following figure shows a layered multi-tenant portal architecture with three tenants:

![Layered Multi-tenant Portal Architecture](image)

The overall strategy for enterprise portal implementation should consider the following fundamental requirements for multi-tenant efficient applications:

- Describes the multi-tenant portal environment
- Explains how to configure a single portal landscape to support multiple tenants
- Outlines how to secure the multi-tenant portal environment to make sure that content belonging to one enterprise is not delivered to members of other enterprises.
- Discusses administration tasks, such as initial preparation, configuration, and daily maintenance
- Details how to manage the customized portal content of individual enterprises within a single portal landscape
- Details how to manage the users in a multi-tenant portal environment
- Details how to customize the look and feel of each portal tenant to incorporate the customers’ corporate identity

5. **KEY FEATURES SUPPORTED IN MULTI-TENANT PORTAL**

The following features support the multi-tenant portal environment:

- Customer-specific branding and corporate identity
- Per user/group/role permission infrastructure for controlling access to portal content
- Delegated administration for setting up different customized content
- Mass customization and configuration operations
- User management filtering mechanism for controlling access to users, groups, and roles per tenant
- Multi-language user interface support
Within a single portal infrastructure, the service provider can:

- Provide content which is unique to different user groups
- Isolate the content of a group
- Apply access controls and permissions to customized content on a per user, group, or role basis

6. MULTI-TENANT PORTAL LANDSCAPE

The following figure provides an example of a multi-tenant portal system landscape:

![Multi-tenant Portal Landscape](image)

The Portal system landscape in the figure above comprises two Human Resources (HR) systems, one Business Intelligence (BI) system, and a central user administration, which are all connected to the multi-tenant portal. These systems present information to the following tenants: Tenant 1, Tenant 2, and Tenant 3.

Users of the different tenants are defined in separate clients either in one or several systems. For example, when a user from Tenant 1 makes a request in the portal, that user is authenticated in the central user administration, which also checks the authorization level of the user for the requested data.

After the request is authenticated and the user has permission for the requested data, the information is presented in the portal based on branding and corporate identity of respective Tenant.

7. KEY TAKEAWAYS

There are several benefits of using a multi-tenant portal landscape. Some of the key takeaways as below:

- Single portal infrastructure would deliver services to multiple customers. There is a definite cost reduction through lower ongoing total costs for operating a multitenant environment rather than multiple portals.
- Global administrators provide centralized control by defining various tenants that are hosted in the portal infrastructure. Besides this, administrator defines the portal alias, the path to the company logo as well as other tenant specific information.
- System landscape is less complex; thereby reducing overall risk to businesses. It also helps to achieve system landscape optimization.
- Standardization and best practices across single portal infrastructure improves the quality standards.
• The cost for the service and the cost per user is drastically reduced by standardization and reuse of services by different portal tenants.
• Each tenant specific configuration becomes easy through metadata associated with each tenant. It does not require making changes in codebase each time a new portal tenant is instantiated.

However, besides above benefits, multi-tenant portal solutions can also be used to structure the portal for different business units, as well as subsidiaries within the same organization. Several service providers leverages its rich experience in providing Portal solution offerings across its global customer base to help companies achieve their objective of a state-of-the-art self-service multi-tenant portal.

8. CONCLUSION

The multi-tenancy is the most significant paradigm shifts in portal application design extensively dependent on metadata at each level to configure the way the application appear/behave for the users. However, the multitenant enterprise portal is a vital component to businesses in reducing the cost and also empowers customer to identify the solutions to their problems quickly.

From my experience, I strongly recommend multi-tenant architecture when creating enterprise portal solutions as it allows vendors to provide self-service capabilities to customers and prospects for key marketing, sales and support activities and branding services for their partners/channels.

In summary, the multi-tenant architecture is an important design decision when working with potential business solutions that have similar core functionality but fundamentally differ in various aspects such as UI, Layout and workflows. The basic concepts explained here are the foundations for the Multi-Tenant Architecture. Depending on your organization needs, there may be extra steps to utilize the design in an effective manner.
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